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ABSTRACT 

The gamma camera sensitivity distribution is an important 
source of error in quantitative studies. In addition, spatial 
distortion produces apparent variations in count dansity which 
degrades quantitative studies. The flood field image takes 
Into account both effects and is influenced by the pile-up of 
the tail distribution. 

It is essential to measure separately each of these 
parameters. These were investigated using a point source 
displaced by a special scanning* table with tv.\> X,Y stepping 
motors'of 10 micron precision. The spatial distribution of 
the sensitivity, spatial distortion and photopsak in the field 
of view were measured and compared for different settir.g-up of 
the camera and PH gains. 

For well-tuned cameras, the sensitivity is fairly constant» 
while the variations appearing in the flood field image ?.ro 
primarily due to spatial distortion, the former more dkzs-.dzrt 
than the larger on the energy window setting. This 1nc' :âto.; 
why convent "rial flood field uniformity correction must -st 
be applied. 

A correction technique to improve the results in quantitative 
studies k., been tested using 2 continuously matched en=:\iy 
window at every point within the field. A method for ccrrcctlng 
spatial distortion 1s alsi proposed, where, after an adequately 
sampled measurement of this error, a transformation can be 
applied to calculate the true position of events. The knowledge 
of the magnitude of these parameters 1s essential in the routine 
use and design of detector systems. 



IKTRUUUc i iUii 

^j>\ Non-uniformity of a gamma camera Is an Important source of crrsr.* both In 
*> quantitative and qualitative studies. Many workers have considered that the principal source of error 1s due to variations in sensitivity, and hava Measured this effect by looking at the flood field image [1-3]. 

Previous studies have clearly shown that using the flood field irege to correct for non-uniformity by "matrix division" increases the error in quantitative studies [4,5j. The reason for this error is that the flcod field does not measure variations in sensitivity alone, but represents • combination of variations in sensitivity, spatial distortion end tail effects. 
The aim of this paper Is firstly, to measure separately the varie.rs components of non-uniformity and, secondly, to establish methods for their elimination. 

THE CAUSES OF NON-UNIFORMITY 

The non-uniformity in response of a conventional gamma camera has, from 
a theoretical point of view, three causes : 

a) Variations in the sensitivity distribution, i.e. the variation 
In count rate as a function of position, 

b) the spatial distortion, or non-linearities, 
c) the tail effects, i.e. variation in the shape of the point spread function [6]. 
This third cause of error has been measured and is negligible, with pile up going from 0.1-1.IX with scattering medium thickness of 0-15 ens, respectively. 

POINT SOURCES AND EXTENDED SOURCES 

It is usually assumed that a flood field Image gives results equivalent to measuring the count rate for a point source placed at every discrcl? position 1n the field of the camera. This is completely false and quite different results are usually obtained in the two cases. 
An extended source is Indeed identical to a collection of point sources, but it must not be imagined that the data at a point in images from an extended source correspond to values that would be obtained for a point source at the corresponding position. It Is possible to reconstruct the results obtained for an extended source from a set of point source images, but not, In our opinion, the Inverse since the three effects of sensitivity, spatial distortion and tails seem to be inextricably Intertwined. Thus, 1t 1s essential to measure separately these three components. Scanning a point source in the field of view of the camera 1s a very c'rect and straight forward technique for performing these measurements. 



KETHOD 

In order to scan a point source a special scanning table was co;:.true ted, 
as illustrated in Fig. 1. It comprised two perpendicular racked 'X* Urs of 
optical quality. By means of two stepping Motors a lead pot may l«a sauced 
enywhera in a field of 400 x 400 ma in steps of O.lma, with a precision of 
bsttii* than 20 microns. The stepping motor? are controlled directly by tha 
computer data processing system, attached to the camera. 

Two cameras, a T0SHIDA (delay line) 6CA 202 and a IAJCLE.\R C'ttCAGO Pho 
gairra m both connected to an INFORMATES: SIMIS III data process:ng system, 
wars tested with this configuration. Fig. 2 shows a block diagrrn of « portion 
of the interface. For the TOSHIBA c»:rma camera the window selector hv, basn 
Kndified and the 'Z out' signal encoded. Three isotopes were u$;d be» sg 
li)/Hg(70 keV), 99mTc(142 keV) and 131 1(350 keV). 

For each position (I,J), the count rate, the energy spectnv. and the 
center of gravity 1n camera coordinates were determined. Dscay correction 
tas performed. This operation was repeated at every point on a rs:gul • 
Vvtticu cf points in table coordinates. The count rate for each r.easûrement 
fc-ts about 2000 cps. 

The precision of the determination of the center of gravity vas studied. 
Limit-ill optimally by the integral linearity of the ga&saa camera-::jmpir >r 
A~r,'s (of the order of 0.12) reproducibility of tha order of O.YJ. war. 
obtained. This corresponds to a precision of about 1/5 of a pix^l wh n the 
i:;.-.trix 1s displayed in 256 x 256, or of tha order of 0.3fnm for t!;e l«vjs 
field of view TOSHIBA. This precision was obtained from a sample of f''00 
counts, but did not vary rapidly as a function of total counts. For ? K 
to 100 K counts very l i t t l e differer.ee was observed. Typically, all the 
Brasures described in this paper were made with 5 K counts. 

The size of the point source did not significantly affect t'n pr vision 
of this measure and although a highly colligated point source was used 
originally, this was later replaced by an 'uncoilircated' point sr."c:- of 
•wl.S cm in dic'.mftter. All measurements were made with the collim- ::r \n 
pl«;ce, and at 5 cm separation between pot and collimator. 

The count rate was determined by collecting a fixed number c * cot-.its and 
determining the time with a precisicn of 0.01 sec. The field of *e r̂ mara 
was delimited as that area in which the count rate did not fall t.lov; 250 cps. 

In order to relate table coordinates (I,J) and camera coordlr^t':. (X,Y), 
a calibration was performed. Measurements of the center of gravity of tha 
point source at four different points with 100 K counts were made and th* 
five parameters : angle, scale X, scale Y, origin X, origin Y werr; determined. 
Using these values, coordinates in (1,J) could ba transformed into (X,Y) 
end vice-versa, with a precision cf the order of 0.52. This transforation 
was rarely used and tha experimental results presented here are independent 
of this calibration. 

Various sampling sizes were used being from one point per mm up to one 
point per 20 mm. The total time varies strongly as a function of sampling 
size, being fror.; *v?0 minutes for a \'èry cor.rs'j grid to several hours for a 
Vury fine grid (when the Isotope is decaying). 

Rather than storing the complete spectrum at every point, :;he ponk 
value was determined with a precision of l/2!if> and stored. 
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The entire operation was fully automated and no operator intervention 
M * ivquired. 

RESULTS 

Spatial Distortion Magnitude 
Although it was originally felt that spatial distortion could b« 

ceasured by determining the distance between the true position of a point 
source and the observed position, it is considered that this paramo': ;r is 
::;j?: less important than that of scale. By 'scale' the concept of t'r.s ratio 
S ::>een a certain real distance, and that sane distance as measured is 
iy'ied. It is a change in 'scale' which alters the 'apparent' courts 
j"?ity at a point. Fortunately, 'scale' is also much easier to mea.-uire. 
A1trough very large values for spatial mispositioning of the order o." one 
ce-'tiaeter are observed at the edges of the field of view, in the ce «tar, 
$\ttial displacement is of the order of a millimeter. It is difficult to 
te \èry precise about the amplitude of this error since it is vary d??2r.<!t>nt 
c- the positional calibration (which is dependent on the selection o- the 
calibration points). For example, there can be no 'spatirl displace.-enf 
a; the calibration points themselves by definition since the true arvt! 
^served coordinates have been forced to coincide. Thus these measurements 
a*? rather arbitrary, unlike the determination of scale which is precise. 
I- problem is further discussed 1n the 'Correction of Spatial Dist -tirm' 
s. c tion. 

If It Is recalled that the data as stored consist of a set of values 
f"r (X»Y) observed position {1,0) true position, T time to collect t 
C'.̂ r.ts, Z the peak in energy etc , a simple method of determine-.; 'scale' 
r_r/ be used. Adjacent points (in both the horizontal and vertical direction) 
ire equally spaced. Thus, the amplitude of the vectorial distance between 
if.-'ïcent pairs of (X,Y) values corresponds to the measurement of the observed 
distance for a constant real distance, the ratio of the two being 'scale'. 
'Scale' can be determined regularly sampled in (I,J), and irregularly sampled 
In (X,Y) gamma camera coordinates. 

However, if the assumption is made that this parameter is slowly varying 
wftft respect to the element size of the regular grid on which It is to be 
delayed, régularisation in (X,Y) may be achieved simply by coarse Inter
ruption. When several observations exist for one element, the 2ver:ge 
vr?;» was used. When no sample value exists, the value 1s derived i-v Inter
polation from existing horizontal and vertical neighbours. 

Although spatial distortion 1s truly a vector, 'scale' is a scaler. 
It corresponds to the real bin size of each element in the displayed matrix. 
It is therefore convenient to use as a display matrix the same 64 x 64 grid 
"'-"! for garcma camera Images. For a constant count density, variations in 
b'-• size will create apparent variations In count density. It 1s this effect 
>"!ch prevents the flood field Image from being a true representation of the 
V',sitlv1ty distribution. 

F1g. 3 shows a 64 x 64 representation of 'scale' where brightness 1s 
erectly proportional to observed distance divided by real distance, for 
* *'ftil adjuster* cîmera. In order to estimate the effect of this 1n terms 
''' flood field Image, the reciprocal must be used. The greater ths 
r* '.orved distance, the smaller the bin size and the lower the apparent 
'-'••tr.t density. Hereafterwards, 'scale* will be displayed as true distance 
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divid-n! by observed distance where» as shown In Fig. 4 for a badly t».,-sd casera. 
Hole* in this matrix correspond to regions of decreased bin size whi»-?: oould 
give rise to lov.̂ r values of count density. These matrices can b* c:reared 
to the flood field as shown in Fig. 5. 

The numeric values observed of the apparent count rate chants &JZ to 
spatial distortion are yevy revealing. On the edges, values of v>> vu 60S 
abnvf tits minimum ware found. In the center, within the usable fie"!;:» 
variations of ± 10K were observed. This ssjsns to contradict ths co,.luxions 
of V. Brookrw.nn, who stated that spatial distortion was not signifie-:.\l [7], 

It is interesting to look et the different Images of spatial di?:*rtion 
obtained with various sampling sizes for the point source displace:-:. ':. 
Fvi. 6 shows three.» such images corresponding to a 3.5 mm, lO.mm ;̂id '.J.r.!m 
sampling. Although the interpolation has created diffuse features, :.;•> 
profits across tlie 'hole* show that the contrast is approximate*>y i':> 
same in all three images. 

The variation in spatial distortion (and sensitivity) as a function of 
time v;.ts d t̂ermitwd. Both short tern and long term changes (over a j.<:rio<! of 
dvs) with the TOSHIBA camera were smaller than the calculated a>»d ol.-.-rved 
r-r-iSti.XMient error. This seems to indicate that the use of this sca^virtg 
technique, where such measurements can take substantial time, is val id. 

Sensitivity 
thing the table, a regular lattice of values for the time to cr>V, -et a 

fixer! ;tuiab£:r of counts was obtained. These data were converted into i. 
rKjirtsr 64 x 64 matrix in caraera coordinates by the same process of ii r.or-
pt/btion as described above. Again the reciprocal of this matrix was usee! 
such that each image values represented count rate at that point. 

Fig. 7 shoves tha sensitivity Irage for a well tuned camera c•-£ riy be 
collared to Fig. 8 which shows the effect of detuning a photomul te l ler . 

As has been previously stated ["',5], the sensitivity respond o? a well 
t»:n»d camera is remarkably flat. Fir. § shows a profile through r.ch c. 
sensitivity matrix showing variations of l«ss than 3.5/5 of the m- ;- value. 
Rote there is no Increase in sensitivity at the edges. 

Spatial Distortion, Sensitivity and the Flood Field 
It 1s interesting and revealing to compare the observed distractions 

of spatial distortion, sensitivity, and the flood field. F1g. 10 shows 
one such comparison for a camera with a detuned PM and a well cent*--.id 15S 
energy window. It may be observed that the flood field is irore 111;-? the 
spatial distortion matrix than the sensitivity matrix. This conf !i-;;s the 
hypothesis that since a camera 1s basically uniform in sensitivity v/hnn 
well adjusted, the flood field shows primarily variations in the bin size 
dta to sptlel distortion. Clearly, conventional matrix inultiplicvr.icn 
uniformity correction is undesirable and will tend to Increase the error 1n 
quantitative measurements. The edge packing effect seen with the f;cod 
1i.i9oe 1s due entirely to spatial distortion. An Image obtained wit?» a 
Swrle H.P. camera, showing the distortion' matrix with hot spots ft:?, to 
the PJ!s,is Illustrated in Mg. 11. 



Although, the spatial distortion matrix and flood field r»re mi:' -ore 
sfo'Iter, this dees not imply that there is no sensitivity conpor x:: '- the 
flooc! field. As shown in Fig. 12, the flood field can sometimer. !»*.: s 
very significant feature created by th? sensitivity distribution, t u- hot 
spot (at 'l o'clock) due to a detuned PM is present in the sensitivU. and 
flood field images, but not clearly visible in the spatial disto-ticr i.-nage. 
Here the gain of tha PM was increased and the window was set high. 

Sensitivity as a Function of the Energy Windov/ 
With a narrow 15% energy window, It is well known that diff:n\r'; 

resirlti are obtained for flood field iroag» depending on whether Jti? .Ir'dow 
Is high, low or wall centered with respect to the photopeak. Th* s; •: 
e*fset has also '»c.nn observed tor the sensitivity matrix. A sirvle :'! vas 
dfttu»nd such itet the photopeak was 4X lower than for the other ?{•!•••.. 
Fig. 13 hows tha sensitivity matrix for a well centered win-low, a 1;•;•.• 
ensryy window centered in the detuned PH photopeak, and a window rer.x! 
by the same amount. For the well centered and high windows the» ; ir a 
hole correspond hig to tha detuned PM and as might be expected frr.m pyr.ical 
considerations, there is a hot spot for tha low window image. The 
sensitivity distribution 1s clearly very dependent on the setting u; cf the 
window. 

Fig. 14 shc./s an even inore surprising result comparing the florr' field, 
the r.ensitivity distribution and the spatial distortion for this Is; . low 
vî .dow setting of the PKA. The flood field and spatial distortion l-'± show 
cold spots, whereas the sensitivity distribution shows a hot spot. "?vs 
ths flcr.'d field seeBis to indicate a cold spot at that point v.fier» er.islly 
thâ cariera is more sensitive. This shows strikingly why flood f ieK 
uniformity correction must not be applied. 

Energy Distortion 
Ideally, it 1s considered that from physical considerations for a 

constant sensitivity over tha field of the camera the gain of all t' : .:'M" 
iri;st be tuned such that the enerçry spectra are all identical. T*is '?.y be 
pirforced by placing a poinl- source In front of each PM and ad; :str.:y tie 
Jain using tfw same technique described above*. Having set up tr. c-r^ra in 
tvis manner, thin the peak in energy for a cr-niera was determined «is in tf.e 
'Spatial Distortion Magnitude' section, and displayed as a 64 x "4 rstrlx. 
Fly. 15 shows tha energy distribution compared to the correspondre «>:is;t1vity 
distribution as shown in Fig. 8. It nay be noted that there are considerable 
similarities. This indicates that it might be useful to correct th: variation 
In energy as a function of position. 

Sliding Energy Window Correction 
Previous work has been performed using a sliding energy window such that 

the center of the window is matched to the peak 1n spectrum at every position. 
T M s determined the energy matrix by sampling 8x8 [Cj and 4,;4 area.; [5]. In 
ti.is study, the Z energy matrix was determined at every point 1n a ':.'• x 64 
iretrlx. Using the value obtained from the first study to center correctly 
the 'digital* window, the sensitivity and spatial distortion mtrl-.-ss were 
e*;a1n determined 1n a second study. It iwst be noted tiwt thla 'dic'tal' 
window, v/hich was cbo&sn to be lOfccV/wide fv.d a constant v;idth at c-:-.r'i 
position. To perform an accurate correction, the relative width shrjld be 



constant, especially 1n an In vivo situation where the width of t'v.* window 
Is evan more critical due to the varying amount of spatial scatter. 

Fig. 16 shows a sensitivity distribution before and after correction 
by the sliding energy window technique. The analog energy window was 
25'. (20keV for Hgl97). The overall amplitude of sensitivity variation 1s 
Improved from ± 3.5S to ± 2%, and the hole due to the detuned PN partially 
eliminated. It Is not clearly understood why the technique does not. 
completely compensate for the detuned PM, even when taking Into account the 
fact that the digital relative window width should be variable. 

DISCUSSION 
The sliding energy window technique clearly Improves the variations 1n 

sensitivity. For quantitative studies, unless the camera has bean tuned 
such that the energy spectrum (as observed with a multichannel analysar) 
Is constant over the field of view, then this correction technique should 
by >rery useful in clinical studies, using a continuous matching of the 
window width to the observed photopeak as has now been commercially 
Implemented [9]. 

The physical causes of spatial distortion are not perfectly understood. 
If it 1s recalled that a hole in the spatial distortion matrix corresponds 
tf an area of decreased bin size, this might be due to the fact thf-t sit;;:e 
t'f2 gain of the PM has been lowered, the counts occurring in this particular 
area are •repelled' to the nearby PMs.t On the other hand, when th_» gain 
of a PM is raised, it can be imagined th?.t the counts are attracted to that 
area. Hote that this effect seems to be independent of apparent window 
sotting. In particular it will be necessary to repeat measurements for 
various scattering thicknesses, as ell the work described here v.3S performed 
in air. The interrelationship between scatter window width and non-uniformity 
is complex [3]. 

Clearly, to Investigate this effect completely, It 1s fundamental to 
measure the distortion as precisely and repetitively as possible. In the 
opinion of the authors, this cannot be performed satisfactorily .sing 
either conventional grid patterns or lead phantom, with holes s:?.ced in 
a regular lattice [10]. In particular, neither of these method: eliminated 
the tail effect. 

CORRECTION OF SPATIAL DISTORTION 
Mien the sampling size of the displaced point source was more than 5mm, 

the results indicate that the spatial distortion cannot be measured with an 
adequate precision in order to attempt any correction. 

With the 3,5 mm sampling which was extensively used, the precision for 
the spatial distortion measurement was of the order of 0.5%. From this 
Information, a transformation my te derived, as defined above, which 
places photons back to their true location. Using the five parameters : 
rotation angle 0, scale in X-a, scale In Y-b, and origin Xo,Yo 1t is 
possible to calculate from each (X,Y) position measured, the true location 
(1,J). Although these values are very dependent on the calibration points 
(which are difficult to choose), the error Involved will be of little 
importance. There Is indeed an error in each of the five parameters, but 
for 6 ». Xo.Yo the error will have no consequence causing a snvll translation 



0»- rotation while for parameters a and b the error w i l l just be a global 
change of scale in the trans formel Inaga. 

Thus, the only real problem befng how to "place" the photo.is in their 
true location. Error due to truncation related to the variable s i / , : .if the 
(>\Y) cells must be avoided. A wei;ited or randomized rcdistribatio.?, 
Cua;->ttrablii to a 4 x 4 point f i l t e r cf the 256 x 255 matrix coulJ so!"3 
this problem, but no practical res-Its have yet been obtained. fulVx-nng 
thir-, a correction of the sensit iv i ty variations could be at.ten;:-t«.! 
although i t is l i ke ly to be of l;c~".e value since the errors involved are 
ss.all, and the errors involved in t-e correction may not improv..- t!;-? 
slt ir-it icn. A f u l l correction invol. fs use of the information o» th? 
sensit ivi ty matrix and of the ta i ls of the point source response si: 
cvî\y position. 

CONCLUSION 

The problem o f correct ing non-„ni formit ies i n the garana ca: -ira i s 
not t r i v i a l . The work tha t has be=r presented here has enabled one 
m*.jor step forward to ba node, that of measuring accurately the p- r^ rHers 
concerned, rather than extract ing them f ron other i nd i rec t observations. 
A whole series of questions can now be answered. I t is possible to 
observe the variation in spatial distort ion as a function of energy» 
setting up the gamma camera etc . . . which hns not bean possible before. I t 
is also possible to relate precisely the sfensitivity distr ibution witii 
th? energy and spatial resolution 1:cal variation. Tron this infem . l ion , 
BUiihcdi can be proposed for the suc:-:isive élimination of the m.-jor t.;;usc-:. 
o? non-uniformity. Nevertheless the :•:- corrections so«n less importait, 
sin-,e the quantitative errors are i fact small, th.-n the naw m;»:*e 
ettaimble understanding of the physical phenomena involve:» and ' ts 
consciences on routine situation bsr.aviour, and i t s implementation irt 
the design of camera systems. 
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Figure 5 : Flood field Image obtained under the same conditions 
for a well tunad (left) and a detuned (right; ca,r.3ra. 

Figure 6 : Spatial distortion matrixes for different sampling 
sizes ant the corresponding profiles. 
Upper loft * 3.5 nw», Upper right «10.0 mm, 
below • 20,0 mm sampling. 
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Figure 7 : Sensitivity matrix for a well tuned camera. 
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Figure 8 : Sensitivity matrix for a d<;tun:.'d t .?ro. 
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Figure 11 : Sensitivity matrix for a Searle H.P. camera. 
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Figure 12 : Spatial distortion (upper left), sensitivity (uppar 
right) and flood field (below) Images for a camera 
with a detuned (raised) PM. 
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Figure 13 : Sensitivity as a function of th2 r-nergy wind>; . «tting 
for a camera with e detuned (lov..;. ;!) I'M. Up;/-*r leTt, 
tha sensitivity ptitrix for a 15',; v:;:ll canter ! <;inr!ow; 
Uppar right, for a high (+4E) centered window; Laiow 
for a low centered window. 
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Figure 14 : Sensitivity (upper left), spiti?! distortion (tipper 
right) and flood field (belt.) i.r,i.;*ixer> for A camera 
with a detuned (lov.-ered) PM nn/i a low centered Vo% 
window. 
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Figure 15 : Energy photopeak Matrix for a de'ai'iad camera, to 
compare with figure 8. 
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Figure 16 : Effect of the sliding energy vnnsl-v, corrects i technique 

on the sensitivity distribution for a camera \;1 th a 
detuned (low) PM. Left, the sensitivity matri; before 
correction; right, after corrdctltm v/ith a coûtant 
window width of 10 IwY. 
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